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                                                       2003-2004/SCTP/INFO 

 
Notes from an information session of the APPC Subcommittee on Courses and Teaching Programs (SCTP) held 
Wednesday, December 10, 2003 at 10:00 a.m. in Room 160 of the Arts Building.  
_________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Dr. Martha Crago, SCTP Chair, welcomed the SCTP Faculty Contacts to this information session concerning new forms, 
routing procedures for electronic submissions, and common errors on forms.  Cindy Smith, SCTP Secretary, will circulate 
these notes to the Faculty Contacts. 
 
1. NEW FORMS 

 
Dr. Crago listed recent revisions to the course forms, namely:     
•  Old Course Description box added to the course revision form.    
• Library information added to new course proposal form. 
• Referral to STVSCHD form in Banner on course forms removed and complete list will be added to course  
 guidelines. 

 
 Additional revisions to be made in the near future: 
 • Responsible Instructor will be added to the course forms. 
 • Rationale will be moved to the beginning of forms, which makes it easier for committees to review the intent of 

the proposal before reviewing the entire proposal. 
 • The boxes behind the boxes were not intended and this will be revised by ICC. 
 • Restriction box will be added to the course forms and will be situated near the Prerequisites box. 
 Only Word and PDF versions of the forms will be available. 
 
 Future goals: 
 • Software developed that would have drop down windows for each box to be completed that would explain what 

information is required.  Also, the aim is to have error messages if a box is incorrectly completed or omitted. 
 • Expandable boxes are a possibility, but we have attempted to make some boxes not expandable after the 

maximum allowable characters/words; it is hoped to have frames of boxes lighter than the information that is 
added to the boxes. 

 
 Dr. Crago suggested that SCTP Faculty Contacts hold their own information sessions with the units within their  
 faculty to review new course/program forms and electronic routing procedures.  The SIS Specialists are available  
 until the end of May 2004 and may provide assistance with the new forms and electronic routing procedures.  The  
 course and program guidelines will be updated to correspond to the new forms, which will be useful to units. 
 
 Proposals on the old course and program forms that are currently going through the approval process within a 

faculty  
 will not be refused for review at SCTP.  But any new proposals should now be on the appropriate new forms. 
 
 It was agreed that as of September 1, 2004, the new course and program proposals will be used for all proposals.   
 The course and program guidelines will be updated for March 2003 and available for SCTP Faculty Contacts to  
 conduct information sessions within their faculty.  Dr. Crago indicated that she and Cindy Smith would be available  
 to attend and assist, if needed.  The following timelines were outlined: 
 
 March 2004 – Course and Program Guidelines will be updated and an information session will be organized for all  
 units.  Also, a WebCT information session with SCTP Faculty Contacts will be organized; 
 
 April-June 2004 – Faculty Contacts organize sessions to review procedures within their faculties; 
 
 June 2004 – Forms and routing procedures begin to be used for fall submissions; 
 
 September 2004 – All submissions are electronic and on new forms. 
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2. ROUTING PROCEDURES FOR ELECTRONIC SUBMISSIONS TO SCTP  

 
The draft procedures were explained by Cindy Smith, who worked on the process with SIS Specialists.  As the 
majority of faculties want to be informed of the review results from meetings [eg., SCTP, APPC], it was agreed that 
for the time being the current practice [correspondence by e-mail between SCTP/APPC and the SCTP Faculty 
Contacts with copy to contact person indicated on the proposal] will continue.   
 
Ms. Stacey Comeau from the Faculty of Engineering briefly explained the WebCT procedure used in her Faculty 
for the course and program approval process.  In early 2004, she has agreed to demonstrate for us what the WebCT 
procedure entails.  
 

3. COMMON ERRORS ON FORMS 
 
Cindy reviewed the document that listed errors on course and program proposal forms that are repeatedly submitted 
by departments [see Appendix A].  The SCTP Faculty Contacts are requested to circulate the document to the 
departments/units within their faculty. 
 
Martha Hancock of the Class Schedule Office suggested that an addition be made to the course section that reminds 
faculties/departments/units that when a course number changes, ensure that during Calendar proof time the revised 
course number is indicated in prerequisites/corequisites. 
 

4. OTHER CONCERNS 
  
 The SCTP Faculty Contacts had no additional concerns to discuss. 
 
The meeting ended at 12:00 pm. 
Cindy Smith, SCTP Secretary 
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APPENDIX A 
Common Errors on Proposals 

 
Often the course and program proposal forms contain the following repeated errors. 
 
COURSES:  [Note:  Once SCTP approves a course, this is final approval.] 
Graduate proposals [600 and 700 level] should have the Administering Faculty/Unit as “Graduate Studies”.  These 
proposals are not submitted by departments to Graduate and Postdoctoral Studies Office [GPSO] for approval, they are 
submitted to SCTP by the SCTP Faculty Contact [after faculty approval], and then SCTP reports approval to Graduate and 
Postdoctoral Studies Council for approval/information only.   
 
Some proposals are being submitted without the Subject Code as part of the number – it should always be indicated with 
the number.  
 
Spaces and punctuation are counted in titles’ 30-character maximum. 
 
Second title for courses may not contain different words from the first title; it may only contain the elongated version of 
any abbreviated words in the first title [for the Calendar version].  Example:  MECH 600 Adv Topics in Mech Eng 1 (4 
cr.); second title = Advanced Topics in Mechanical Engineering 1. 
 
To split a course:  the original number is used as one of the two courses that is used, unless the department wants two 
sequential numbers [this should be indicated in the Rationale and the original number should be retired and indicated as 
restriction to both courses, example:  “Not open to students who have taken AAAA 222”].  On the proposal for splitting a 
course [example:  NRSC 497D1,D2 5 cr.], it should not be indicated that it is a number or credit weight change [unless the 
course is split into two courses that total other than the original 5 credits]; title and description [if changing] are changed on 
the original number proposal only, the second part of the split with a different number has only indicated that it is a split 
from NRSC 497D1,D2 5 cr. [not changes to the number, title, credit weight, or description].   
 
Number change – restriction must indicate “Not open to students who have taken AAAA 222” [original number]; with 
the new forms the original number will automatically be retired by the University Timetable Office [Martha Hancock] for 
the same effective term of implementation as the new course.  If the department/unit would like a different date [to ensure 
all students existing in the program take the originally-listed course], a separate retirement proposal form must be 
submitted with a later effective term of implementation indicated.  Faculties/departments/units should remember that 
when a course number changes, ensure that during Calendar proof time the revised course number is indicated in 
prerequisites/corequisites. 
 
Descriptions should not contain:  how a course is given, what language it is given in, student evaluation, what students 
will do [presentations, projects, readings], long and specific list of topics – this is course outline material.   The description 
should not have statements like:  “The course will examine …”, “The student will learn …”; they should be a brief listing 
of the course content, for example:  MECH 600 Adv Topics in Mech Eng 1 (4 cr.) - “New developments related to 
mechanical engineering”. 
 
A new span course will only be approved if it has a strong rationale as to why it must be a span course; otherwise, SCTP 
will suggest that it be proposed as two single-term courses.  Banner does not handle span courses well, and they are not 
sound academically. 
 
A 400-level and 600-level course with same title and description cannot be proposed; one 500-level course should be 
proposed.  If a department/unit would like the two different level courses, the 600-level course should be differentiated by 
indicating “Advanced” in the title and description. 
 
Two courses cannot have the same title, with the exception of double-prefix courses [which is the usual case of a  
jointly-appointed professor in two departments teaching the same course]. 
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PROGRAMS: 
Masters & PhD program proposals should have the Administering Faculty/Unit as “Graduate Studies”.   These 
proposals are not submitted by departments to Graduate and Postdoctoral Studies Office [GPSO] for approval, they are 
submitted to SCTP by the SCTP Faculty Contact [after faculty approval], then SCTP reports approval to Graduate and 
Postdoctoral Studies Council for approval [if new] or information only [if revision].   
 
One proposal form is required for the thesis option of a graduate program and one proposal form is required for 
the non-thesis option of a graduate program – both program proposals may not be submitted on one form.  The same 
applies for the Masters and Ph.D. programs – two separate proposals and two separate side-by-side comparisons, if 
revisions. 
 
If a new option of an existing program is being proposed, the existing program should be listed in the side-by-side 
comparison so that committees may review what already exists in that subject. 
 
When courses are being listed in the program proposal [side-by-side comparisons or program layout], all courses 
require the Subject Code as part of the number. 
 
In side-by-side comparisons or layout, each course’s credit weight must be indicated. 
 
Program revisions:  Proposed column of the side-by-side comparison should have all revisions underlined or in bold.  
If the description changes, the existing and proposed description should be indicated before the course listing – all 
changes underlined or in bold. 
 
For degree audit purposes, a program revision must concurrently be submitted if a course proposal is submitted that 
changes the course number or credit weight [a revision proposal for each program that lists this course].  This is only in 
the case where the course is listed in a specific group of courses [example:  Required Courses list or Complementary 
Courses list].  SCTP no longer requires a program revision if only the course title changes [the Calendar people have 
agreed to search files for programs that list the course and do a manual change]. 
 
If a program revision has a very minor change, where the program credit weight or credit weight for the Required 
Courses, Complementary Courses, and Electives Courses do not change, then a complete program side-by-side comparison 
is not necessary and the specifics should be indicated in the Rationale.  It is important, however, to be VERY specific in 
the Rationale; example:   
 
<Program revisions consist of:  course EPSC 320 Elementary Earth Physics (3 cr.) deleted from list of U2 and/or U3 
Required Courses and added to list of Complementary Courses, specifically group of “plus 12 credits (4 courses) chosen 
from the following”; course EPSC 330 Earthquakes and Earth Structure (3 cr.) deleted from the list of Complementary 
Courses, specifically group of “plus 12 credits (4 courses) chosen from the following” and added to the list of U2 and/or 
U3 Required Courses.  The credit weight for both lists remain the same, as does the overall program credit weight.> 
 
 


